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Electronic Dissertations in Europe (source: Dart Europe-June 2016)

Disciplines and online access 1971-2016 (source: theses.fr)

National infrastructure

2006: Decree on ETD and launch of national ETD system
2016: New decree with obligation of deposit of digital version
2016 - 2018: Transition from print to digital
2018: End of print deposit
From 2018 on: France is 100% ETD

Barriers

Restricted or no access
Limited availability via password or on-campus access
Embargo (delayed access)
Confidentiality
Metadata without full-text
No reusability
Format non-adapted for TDM
Copyright restriction

Languages

French 90.6%
English 8.3%
Other (Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, German...) 0.7%

PHD Students in 2015
(source: Ministry of Higher Education)

Contact
https://twitter.com/ANRTLille
https://www.facebook.com/univ.lille